Fabrication of alumina-PSZ composites via spark plasma sintering and their mechanical properties.
Alumina-partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) composites were fabricated via spark plasma sintering (SPS) technique to produce biocompatible materials with superior mechanical properties. The volume fraction of the composites covered from 100% alumina to 100% PSZ. Their sintering state was examined by optical microscopy, density measurement, and X-ray diffraction, and dense composites without any reaction phases could be fabricated, irrespective of PSZ content. Then, three-point bending tests and hardness tests were conducted. The hardness and elastic modulus agreed with the predictions based on the Voigt model and the Eshelby's equivalent inclusion model combined with the Mori-Tanaka's mean field concept, respectively. While the bending strength of the composites ranged from that of monolithic alumina to that of monolithic PSZ, the fracture toughness of the composites improved as compared with the monoliths of alumina and PSZ. We concluded that the use of alumina and PSZ was effective to fabricate the composites with high mechanical performances.